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Abstract

The multi-domain protein UHRF1 is essential for DNA methylation maintenance and binds

DNA via a base-flipping mechanism with a preference for hemi-methylated CpG sites. We

investigated its binding to hemi- and symmetrically modified DNA containing either 5-

methylcytosine (mC), 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (hmC), 5-formylcytosine (fC), or 5-carboxyl-

cytosine (caC). Our experimental results indicate that UHRF1 binds symmetrically carboxyl-

ated and hybrid methylated/carboxylated CpG dyads in addition to its previously reported

substrates. Complementary molecular dynamics simulations provide a possible mechanistic

explanation of how the protein could differentiate between modification patterns. First, we

observe different local binding modes in the nucleotide binding pocket as well as the pro-

tein’s NKR finger. Second, both DNA modification sites are coupled through key residues

within the NKR finger, suggesting a communication pathway affecting protein-DNA binding

for carboxylcytosine modifications. Our results suggest a possible additional function of the

hemi-methylation reader UHRF1 through binding of carboxylated CpG sites. This opens the

possibility of new biological roles of UHRF1 beyond DNA methylation maintenance and of

oxidised methylcytosine derivates in epigenetic regulation.

Introduction

UHRF1 (also referred to as Np95) is an essential protein for DNA methylation maintenance

in mammals. It consists of 5 domains: A ubiquitin-like domain, a Tandem-Tudor domain, a

PHD domain, a DNA-binding SRA domain, and a RING domain with E3 ubiquitin ligase

activity (Fig 1a) [1–3]. UHRF1 was originally reported to preferentially bind to hemi-
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Fig 1. Structure of the UHRF1—DNA complex. (a) Schematic structure of UHRF1. The Tudor-like domains and the

PHD-type zinc finger recognize the histone marks H3K9me2/3 and H3R2me0, respectively, while the SRA domain (in

green, also referred to as YDG domain) is important for DNA binding. (b) Chemical structure and atom names of the

modified DNA bases methylcytosine (mC) and carboxylcytosine (caC). (c) Schematic illustration of possible cytosine

modification configurations on CpG dyads. (d) Representative molecular dynamics structure of the SRA domain of

UHRF1 bound to hemi-methylated DNA. Insets show a magnification of the nucleotide binding pocket and NKR

finger regions. DNA base pairs (bp) are numbered based on the strand binding the flipped-out base.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229144.g001
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methylated DNA, i.e. DNA harbouring 5-methylcytosine (mC) only on one strand. Upon

binding of the methylated strand, UHRF1 recruits DNA methyltransferase 1 (DNMT1) for

additional methylation of the second strand, yielding a symmetrically methylated CpG site [1–

3]. This recruitment depends on specific histone ubiquitination, set by the RING domain of

UHRF1 and recognized by a ubiquitin interaction motif of DNMT1 [4–6].

Besides mC, three other cytosine (C) modifications exist in mammalian cells, i.e. 5-hydro-

xymethylcytosine (hmC), 5-formylcytosine (fC), and 5-carboxylcytosine (caC) [7–9]. These

variants are generated by the family of TET proteins through step-wise oxidation of mC and

are discussed to be either intermediates in active DNA demethylation or independent epige-

netic marks [10]. Their overall abundance in vivo is normally magnitudes lower than that of

methylated sites [11], but the ratio increases under certain conditions. Higher hmC concentra-

tions were observed in neuronal cells [12], while a study investigating breast and glioma

tumour tissues found that a substantial portion of the samples exhibited increased caC levels

[13]. Efforts to map mC, hmC, fC, and caC modifications in the genome showed that they

accumulate at functionally distinct regions of transcription regulation [14–16]. One common

conclusion of these studies was that methylation/demethylation of CpG sites is a highly

dynamic and genome-wide process. In this light, low concentrations of some DNA modifica-

tions could represent a transient state in a high turnover process, while the accumulation at

functionally diverse sites suggests that some variants might have a biological role beyond being

demethylation intermediates. It has been demonstrated that several proteins recognize some

oxidised variants with similar or even greater affinity than mC. The UHRF family member

UHRF2, which features a highly similar domain architecture to UHRF1 [17, 18], is a reader

with increased affinity for hmC in neuronal progenitor cells [19]. Other examples include

SUVH5, which binds both mC and hmC with similar strength [20], while POL II, WT1 and

TET3 specifically recognize caC [21–23]. It is currently unclear how frequent certain CpG

modification patterns occur in vivo. DNA replication during S-phase will generally result in

hemi-modified CpG sites. In case of mC, the subsequent restoration of the DNA modification

to symmetry is well studied and described [24]. Nevertheless, the degree of persistent hemi-

methylation varies between cell types and genomic elements [25]. For hmC, fC, and caC, no

maintenance pathways have been described so far. In vitro, TET proteins predominantly gen-

erate symmetric fC sites [26], whereas genomic mapping approaches suggest the existence of

hmC and fC/caC in hemi-modified form [15, 27]. The occurrence of hybrid modifications

with mC on one and an oxidised cytosine derivative on the other strand is also likely (Fig 1c).

Structural analysis revealed that the SRA domain of UHRF1 flips the methylated cytosine

out of the DNA strand and envelopes it within its binding pocket. In addition, the protein

binds to the DNA by inserting its thumb region into the minor groove and its NKR finger

region into the major groove [2, 28, 29]. In a previous work, our groups showed by a combina-

tion of in vitro experiments and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that UHRF1 binds

hemi-modified hmC with similar affinity as hemi-mC [30]. Although subsequent studies

revealed that UHRF1 binds hmC with lower affinity than mC, it still binds hmC with 1.3 to

3-fold higher affinity than unmodified C [19, 31, 32]. These results are in line with an unbiased

mass spectrometry screen for epigenetic readers in embryonic stem cells, which demonstrated

UHRF1 binds to all modified cytosines, but in particular to mC and hmC [19]. Experiments

with UHRF1 and symmetrically modified mC sites, i.e. CpG sites in which both DNA strands

feature methylcytosine, consistently show reduced binding affinity [1, 2, 28, 29]. This selectiv-

ity is commonly explained by a hydrogen bond between N494 at the tip of the NKR finger and

the C’ cytosine, i.e. the base that potentially carries the symmetric modification (Fig 1d) [29].

Throughout the manuscript we use a terminal apostrophe to mark bases on the distal DNA

strand (e.g. C’). Bianchi et al. observed in a computational study that the presence of mC on
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both strands sterically impairs binding of the NKR finger of UHRF1 to the major groove [33].

In contrast to mC and hmC, the structural effects of fC and caC variants on UHRF1-DNA

binding are still not well elucidated. Investigations of several SRA domains by Rajakumara

et al. suggest a reduced affinity of UHRF1 towards hemi-hmC, -fC and–caC containing DNA

[20]. Crystal structures of POL II and TDG, which exhibit specific activity towards caC, show

that the caC carboxyl group participates in specific hydrogen bond networks, which are crucial

for binding key recognition residues in the protein [21, 34].

It was recently shown that UHRF1 allosterically regulates its activity and binding properties

through intramolecular conformational changes [35–38]. The formation of these extensive

inter-domain interactions illustrates an inherent flexibility of UHRF1 and allows the protein

to adapt to different substrates. As we already observed solid binding of UHRF1 to hemi-hmC,

we sought to systematically analyse the binding behaviour of UHRF1 towards CpG sites con-

taining C, mC, hmC, fC, and caC either in a hemi-, hybrid or symmetrically modified state.

The highest binding affinities are observed for hemi-mC, symmetric caC, and the caC-mC’

hybrid. To understand the differences in recognition of these modifications, we performed

molecular dynamics simulations of mC- and caC-modified DNA in complex with the SRA

domain of UHRF1 (see Fig 1d).

Materials & methods

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs)

Expression constructs for GFP-mUHRF1 and mUHRF2-GFP have been described previously

[18, 39]. In general, protein purification and EMSAs were performed as reported in Spruijt

et al. [19]. Briefly, a 2-fold serial dilution of protein (300 nM to 4.69 nM) in binding buffer

(including 100 ng/μl BSA final concentration) was incubated with a 1:1 mixture of two fluores-

cently labelled 42 bp oligonucleotides (Eurofins Genomics) at a stable concentration of 250

nM each. After 30 min of incubation on ice, reactions were run over a 6% native PAGE in 0.5x

TBE buffer (45 mM Tris-borate, 1 mM EDTA). ATTO647N-labelled DNA (“C647") served as

internal control and reference whereas ATTO550-labelled DNA carried one of the following

cytosine variants at the central CG site: canonical C, mC, hmC, fC, or caC (“xC550”). Fluores-

cent signal was detected with a Typhoon Trio+ scanner (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). Signal

of bound and unbound fractions were quantified with ImageJ by plotting the mean grey values

per lane and measuring the area under the selected peaks. Before quantitation, gel pictures

were assigned random names to blind the experimenter during analysis. Box plots show
ATTO550 bound fraction
ATTO647 bound fraction�

ATTO647 total signal
ATTO 550 total signal with the C550/C647 experiment as control. All raw gel image

scans with annotations are provided as S1 Fig.

Microscale Thermophoresis (MST)

For MST, the SRA domain of mouse UHRF1 (residues 419–628) was cloned into a hexahisti-

dine-tagged construct and protein was expressed in Escherichia coli BL21(DE3)-Gold cells

(Stratagene). The purified SRA domain was labelled with a NT-647 dye using the Monolith

NT™ His-Tag Labelling Kit RED-tris-NTA (NanoTemper Technologies) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions and 50 nM of the labelled protein was incubated for 20 min at

room temperature with increasing concentrations of the corresponding DNA oligonucleotide

(C-C’, mC-C’, caC-C’, caC-caC’, mC-caC’) in PBS-T (0.05% Tween-20). The solutions were

then aspirated into NT.115 Standard Treated Capillaries (NanoTemper Technologies) and

placed into the Monolith NT.115 instrument (NanoTemper Technologies). Experiments were

conducted with 60% LED power and 80% MST power. Obtained fluorescence signals were
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normalized (Fnorm) and the change in Fnorm was plotted as a function of the concentration of

the titrated binding partner using the MO. Affinity Analysis software version 2.3 (NanoTem-

per Technologies). For fluorescence normalization (Fnorm = FHot/Fcold), the manual analysis

mode was selected and cursors were set as follows: Fcold = -1 to 0, Fhot = 9 to 10 (see S2 Fig).

Data of four to five independent measurements were analysed and means were fitted to obtain

the respective KD values. More detailed information and additional experimental procedures

can be found in S1 Text.

Force field parameterization of modified cytosine bases

We generated parameters for the parmbsc1 force field [40] for both deoxy-5-methylcytosine

(mC) and deoxy-5-carboxylcytosine (caC) using the mC structure and bonded parameters

template from Lankas et al. [41], which was originally derived for parmbsc0 [42]. The atom

type of the C3’ atom was changed from CT to CE to adjust the template to parmbsc1. Fixed

point atom charges were derived for both mC and caC following the procedure in ref. [43]

using the R.E.D Dev webserver [44–48]. Atom types were assigned and final parameter files

prepared using the programs antechamber and prepgen of the AmberTools17 package [49].

The final parameter files are provided in S1 File.

Molecular dynamics simulations

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed with the Amber16/AmberTools17 software

suite [49] using the Amber14SB force field for protein and parmbsc1 for nucleic acid parame-

ters [40, 50]. All systems were based on the crystal structure of a mouse UHRF1 SRA domain

bound to DNA featuring a single mC (PDB-ID: 3FDE). The same structure had been used in

our previous work analysing the binding of 5-hydroxymethylcytosine [30] and featured the

best resolution (1.41 Å) of published UHRF1 structures at the time of this study. Cytosine mod-

ifications were modelled and topologies prepared using leap (AmberTools). Each system was

solvated in a box of TIP3P water [51] with a minimum face distance of 15 Å and 150 mM

NaCl. A direct space cutoff of 12 Å was used for nonbonded potentials and PME summation

was applied for electrostatic interactions. Energy minimization was performed until conver-

gence to 0.01 kcal � mol-1 � Å-1 using the XMIN minimizer. Then, the volume of the solvent

box was modified such that the density increased in 0.02 kg � m3 steps and energy minimiza-

tion was repeated for each step until a target density of 1.00 kg � m3 was reached. For all molec-

ular dynamics simulations hereafter, a time step of 1 fs and SHAKE [52] for bonds connected

to hydrogens were used. The system was gradually heated from 0 to 300 K over 1.7 ns, applying

a variation of the step-wise heatup protocol established within our group [53]. Within these

steps, restraints of 2.39 kcal � mol-1 � Å-2 were applied to all heavy atoms until 20 K and on pro-

tein/DNA backbone atoms until 200 K. For heatup, a Langevin thermostat was used with a col-

lision frequency of 4 ps-1, and for the last 0.5 ns a Berendsen barostat was employed with a

relaxation time of 2 ps. During the following simulations at 300 K, a slow coupling Berendsen

thermostat with a coupling time of 10 ps was used in combination with a Berendsen barostat

and a respective relaxation time of 5 ps. Backbone phosphates and oxygens of terminal DNA

residues were harmonically restrained with a constant of 2.39 kcal � mol-1 � Å-2 while resetting

target coordinates in 500 ps intervals. For all replicas, different initial velocities and random

seeds for the Langevin thermostat were generated at the beginning of each step of the heatup

protocol (i.e. for each temperature simulated). Each replicon was simulated for 200 ns, yielding

a total simulation time of 1 μs per system (5 replicas). In two out of thirty simulations (caC-

caC’_r2 and mC-caC’_r2), the DNA structure diverged notably from the others (RMSD> 4 Å;

see S3 and S4 Figs). In the case of caC-caC’_r2, the distortion correlates with an interaction
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between the protein’s free C-terminal helix and the DNA strand, bending it out of position,

which is clearly an artefact due to the use of the isolated SRA domain. Therefore, and as it is in

general difficult to determine whether such diverging trajectories show a rare but physically rel-

evant conformational change or a simulation artefact, we excluded these two replicas from our

analysis. The remaining simulations showed stable RMSD curves after about 20 ns. To allow

for proper equilibration and to minimize any bias towards the initial structure, we extracted

only the last 100 ns of each trajectory and afterwards merged the trajectories of all five replicas

into a single system-specific trajectory that was used for all computational analyses.

Trajectory post-processing was performed with CPPTRAJ [54] version 17.00 unless otherwise

indicated. Salt bridges were calculated using the “nativecontacts” command and a cutoff of 5 Å,

saving both native and non-native time series and selecting interactions with opposite formal

charges involving Arg, Lys, Glu, Asp and nucleotide residues. Hydrogen bonds were extracted

using the “hbond” command, a cutoff distance of 4 Å and an angle cutoff of 120˚. CPPTRAJ out-

puts were merged and converted into networks using our analysis tools AIFGen and CONAN

(manuscript in preparation). Root mean square deviation (RMSD) and root mean square fluctu-

ation (RMSF) calculations were performed for non-hydrogen atoms using the CPPTRAJ “rmsd”

and “atomicfluct” commands after aligning each simulation frame to the protein’s Cα atoms

without the terminal regions (residues 432 to 586). For RMSD, the reference frame was the

simulation’s initial structure, while for RMSF the protein was aligned to its simulation average.

DNA major and minor groove widths were calculated using the method of El Hassan and Calla-

dine [55] as implemented in the “nastruct” command in CPPTRAJ (version 18.01). Figures of

protein and DNA structures were prepared using VMD 1.9.3 [56]. Plots and supporting calcula-

tions (e.g. gaussian kernel estimates) were generated with matplotlib 2.0.0 [57].

Results

Experimental investigation of the binding behaviour of UHRF1 towards

different cytosine variants

For systematic analysis of the binding specificities of UHRF1 towards the five known cytosine

variants, we performed EMSA experiments with full-length UHRF1 in complex with 42 bp

oligonucleotides harbouring C, mC, hmC, fC, or caC at a central CpG site (Fig 2a). To correct

for general DNA binding affinity, two DNA fragments were used in direct competition in each

EMSA experiment: A 647-labeled unmodified oligonucleotide and a 550-labeled oligonucleo-

tide carrying the modification of interest in either hemi-modified (xC-C’) or symmetric (xC-

xC’) state. 647-labeled unmodified DNA is used as internal control and reference for quantifi-

cation. This allows direct comparison of UHRF1 binding affinity to all modifications without

the need for pair-wise competition assays. Generally, EMSAs showed binding of UHRF1 to all

studied DNA variants (example gel pictures are shown in Fig 2b). However, quantitation of

the shifted fractions reveals a 1.5-fold preference for hemi-mC and a statistically significant

2-fold preference for symmetric caC (Fig 2c). All other modification variants, including hemi-

caC, were bound with comparable strength to unmodified DNA. Similarly, we observed a

2-fold preference of UHRF2 for symmetric caC (S5 Fig).

Upon UHRF1 binding, the melting temperature of CpG-containing DNA is slightly

reduced compared to its unbound state or a non-CpG-control, indicating a destabilization of

the DNA duplex (S6a Fig). Complementary to our EMSA results, the SRA domain of UHRF1

substantially shifted the melting temperature of symmetrically carboxylated DNA to lower

temperatures, whereas a weaker shift was observed for unmodified and hemi-methylated DNA

(S6 Fig). To rule out that the thermal shift observed for symmetrically carboxylated DNA is

due to different binding stoichiometries, we examined DNA-protein complex formation by
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Fig 2. Binding of UHRF1 to differentially modified CpG sites. (a) DNA used in EMSA experiments. The

550-labelled DNA contains a central CG site harbouring different cytosine modifications: Unmodified C, mC, hmC,

fC, or caC. The modification resides either on one strand (hemi-modification) or on both strands (symmetric

modification). The 647-labelled oligonucleotide is always unmodified and serves as an internal control and reference.

Grey boxes indicate sequences of the shorter DNA fragments used in Fig 3. (b) Representative images of EMSAs.

Fluorescently labelled DNA oligonucleotides of 42 bp are incubated with GFP-UHRF1 at increasing protein

concentrations. Black arrowheads indicate the DNA-protein complex (bound fraction); white arrowheads show free

DNA. Dashed blue lines indicate empty gel lanes that have been removed for presentation purposes. (c) Quantitation

of the bound fraction of symmetric and hemi-modified DNA incubated with wild type UHRF1, p value of two-tailed

student’s t-test.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229144.g002
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size-exclusion chromatography. Binding of the SRA domain to the modified DNA oligonucle-

otides led to a comparable shift in retention time for all modifications tested (S7 Fig), indicat-

ing a uniform binding stoichiometry for UHRF1 independent of the DNA’s modification

state.

To better characterize the binding of UHRF1 to hemi-mC, hemi-caC and symmetric caC,

we determined the respective dissociation constants (KD) with Microscale Thermophoresis

[58] (MST) experiments (Fig 3a). We observed slightly stronger binding of hemi-mC (KD =

0.75±0.11 μM vs. 1.10±0.15 μM for unmodified DNA) and considerably enhanced binding of

symmetric caC (KD = 0.23±0.05 μM). In agreement with the EMSA results, hemi-carboxylated

DNA (KD = 1.10±0.29 μM) is bound with similar affinity as unmodified DNA. Taken together,

we performed three independent experimental assays, i.e. EMSAs, melting temperature analy-

sis and MST, which consistently confirm a binding preference of UHRF1 towards symmetric

caC.

Additionally, as the enzymatic reactions involved in generation of mC and caC modifica-

tions suggest the potential existence of hybrid mC-caC’ sites, we determined the KD of the

SRA domain of UHRF1 and a mC-caC’ oligonucleotide and observed binding comparable to

symmetric caC (KD = 0.39±0.11 μM vs. 0.23±0.05 μM). In summary, UHRF1 exhibits a bind-

ing preference for caC modifications opposite of mC or caC, but not C.

Since the difference in KD between unmodified and hemi-methylated DNA was smaller

than expected from the literature [1, 32, 36, 59, 60], we repeated the MST experiments with

shorter DNA oligonucleotides of 24 bp to reduce the number of unspecific binding sites (Fig

3c). With this new setup we observed a 3.6-fold preference of the SRA domain of UHRF1

towards hemi-methylated CpG sites (KD = 0.28±0.06 μM for mC-C’ vs. 1.01±0.20 μM for

C-C’). This ratio is in very good agreement with data by Greiner et al. [60] and Zhou et al. [32]

(Table 1), who reported a 3.5 or 3.4-fold smaller KD for hemi-methylated CpGs for a 12 bp oli-

gonucleotide, respectively, compared to unmodified DNA. Generally, caution is advised when

published KD values of UHRF1 and differentially modified DNA are compared, since applied

methods, DNA substrates and protein constructs used vary greatly among studies, resulting in

a broad range of KD values from 1.8 nM to 9.23 μM (Table 1). Nonetheless, previous studies

and our results not only demonstrate the sensitivity of UHRF1 to different types of cytosine

modification, but also the dependency of measured binding affinities on modification density,

i.e. the number of DNA modifications compared to unmodified DNA stretches.

Fig 3. Microscale Thermophoresis experiments of UHRF1-SRA bound to DNA with modified CpG sites. (a,b) Dissociation constants of UHRF1

bound to a 42 bp DNA oligonucleotide: 1.10±0.15 μM for C-C’, 0.75±0.11 μM for mC-C’, 1.10±0.29 μM for caC-C’, 0.23±0.05 μM for caC-caC’, and

0.39±0.11 μM for mC-caC’. (c) Dissociation constants of UHRF1 bound to a 24 bp oligonucleotide; 1.01±0.20 μM for C-C’ and 0.28±0.06 μM for

mC-C’. Curves show the fitted average values of 4–5 independent experiments.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229144.g003
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Molecular dynamics simulations of the UHRF1-SRA domain bound to

CpG sites with mC and caC modifications

For methylated CpG sites, UHRF1 binds stronger to mC-C’ modified DNA than to the sym-

metric modification variant mC-mC’ (Table 1) [1, 60]. As discussed above, in our experiments

the opposite was observed for caC modifications, as caC-caC’ DNA was preferred over caC-C’.

To understand this behaviour, we performed MD simulations of UHRF1-DNA complexes

with different nucleotide modifications, i.e. hemi-modified and symmetrically modified mC

and caC as well as the hybrid modification variants mC-caC’ and caC-mC’. As simulation of

the full binding process for all variants was not feasible due to the high complexity and compu-

tational cost of such simulations, we focused on studying the complex with the flipped-out

modified base bound in the protein’s binding pocket, based on the experimental structure of

mC-C’ bound to UHRF1 (PDB-ID: 3FDE). Various experimental data indicate that this is the

most relevant state for recognition: Fluorescence kinetics experiments [61] showed that the

stability of the DNA flipped state is correlated to the lifetime of the flipped state bound to

protein. Regarding flipping propensity, previous simulation studies showed no substantial

intrinsic difference between mC and caC [62] and furthermore, NMR experiments of Dicker-

son–Drew dodecamers showed that both mC and caC bases were slightly less likely to flip

compared to unmodified cytosines [63]. Finally, in a study of another base-flipping protein,

bacterial cytosine-5-methyltransferase, it was found that specific protein-base interactions

were responsible for facilitating and stabilizing the flipped out state [64]. We chose to simulate

the second potentially modified base on the distal strand in the flipped-in state, motivated by

Table 1. Published KD values for UHRF1 and DNA with differentially modified CpG sites.

Citation Method Affinity DNA substrate protein construct

Bostick, M. et al., 2007, 10.1126/science.

1147939

EMSA KD(mC-C’) = 1.8 nM 39mer, 13 modification

sites

murine SRA

KD(mC-mC’) = 12.1 nM

Fang, J., 2016, 10.1038/ncomms11197 Fluorescence

Polarization

KD(UHRF1) = 0.35 μM 12mer, 1 modification

site

human UHRF1, different constructs with

mC-C’KD(SRA) = 9.23 μM

KD(SRA+Spacera) =

0.49 μM

Greiner, V. J., 2015, 10.1021/acs.biochem.

5b00419

FRET KD(mC-C’) = 0.08 μM 12mer, 1 modification

site

human SRA

KD(mC-mC’) = 0.25 μM

KD(C-C‘) = 0.28 μM

KD(T-C‘) = 0.55 μM

Qian, C., 2008, 10.1074/jbc.C800169200 Fluorescence

Polarization

KD(mC-C’) = 0.2 μM 13mer, 1 modification

site

human SRA

Zhou, T., 2014, 10.1016/j.molcel.2014.04.

003

Fluorescence

Polarization

KD(C-C’) = 8.61 μM 12mer, 1 modification

site

human SRA

KD(mC-C’) = 2.56 μM

KD(hmC-hmC’) =

7.97 μM

Schneider, Trummer et al., 2019 MST KD(C-C’) = 1.01 μM 24mer, 1 modification

site

murine SRA

KD(mC-C’) = 0.28 μM

Schneider, Trummer et al., 2019 MST KD(C-C’) = 1.10 μM 42mer, 1 modification

site

murine SRA

KD(mC-C’) = 0.75 μM

KD(caC-C’) = 1.10 μM

KD(caC-caC’) = 0.23 μM

KD(mC-caC’) = 0.39 μM

a Spacer: amino acid stretch C-terminal of SRA domain

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229144.t001
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the following observations: First, stable flipping of the distal base has only been observed for

proteins which can bind in a 2:1 protein-DNA ratio to the same CpG site, like UHRF2 or

SUVH5, but not UHRF1 [2, 28, 29, 32, 65]. Second, the NKR finger can recognize modifica-

tions on the distal strand directly, as demonstrated by the crystal structure contacts of N494 [2,

29, 66] and third, it was observed that a single mutation of this residue abolishes the selectivity

of UHRF1 between mC-C’ and mC-mC’ [29]. Finally, computational studies reported that the

first stable intermediate in the flipping process requires a flip angle of at least 50˚ [62, 67]. It is

difficult to imagine how direct interactions of the NKR finger could be sustained with the

modified base in this position. For these reasons, we consider the complex conformation with

a flipped-out pocket bound base and a flipped-in base on the distal DNA strand as the most

relevant for explaining the selectivity of UHRF1.

Therefore, we did not aim at the simulation and analysis of the binding process itself and its

related binding affinities, but rather at identifying similarities and differences in the binding

modes of the different DNA modifications, i.e. which regions of the protein are likely to sense

the chemical differences of these modification types and how this influences their interaction

patterns. In contrast to mC, the caC modification contains an additional carboxyl group,

which can form additional salt bridges and hydrogen bonds. Thus, we analysed whether this

difference in interaction capacity could affect the polar interaction network and the local con-

formations of the binding pocket and NKR finger regions, which are in direct contact with the

two modification sites.

Analysis of mC and caC recognition in the UHRF1-SRA nucleotide binding pocket. In Fig

4 we provide the interaction networks of the flipped base in the nucleotide binding pocket as

derived from our MD simulations. Nodes represent residues of the protein and atoms of the

modified DNA bases (see naming conventions in Fig 1b), while edges show the average num-

ber of hydrogen bonds (black lines) and salt bridges (red lines) between two nodes during the

simulation. The canonical binding mode of mC-C’ (Fig 4a) is characterized by strong hydro-

gen bonds between the mC atom N4 to T484 and D474 (1.84 and 1.04 hydrogen bonds on

average per analysed simulation frame, respectively) and between the pyrimidine oxygen O2

and G470 and A468 (1.0 and 0.98 hydrogen bonds on average). Thus, the base is effectively

locked at these two positions with the N4 and O2 atoms acting as handles. In addition, the mC

backbone atom OP1 (phosphate oxygen 1) forms one stable hydrogen bond with G453 and the

adjacent OP2 forms approximately two (1.86) salt bridges with R489, the latter being located at

the beginning of the NKR finger. Overall, the binding pocket of the mC-C’ simulation shows a

regular and stable polar interaction pattern. This pattern is nearly identical to the one observed

in the mC-mC’ and mC-caC’ simulations (Fig 4c and 4e), indicating that modifications on the

distal strand have little effect on the conformation and interactions of the nucleotide binding

pocket containing flipped mC.

Analysis of the binding mode of the hemi-modified caC-C’ system (Fig 4b) shows that this

modification leads to a very different interaction pattern: The previously observed hydrogen

bonds of the nucleotide N4 atom are substantially weakened (-1.87 hydrogen bonds), while

interactions of O2 are dispersed from two to three amino acids (-0.2 hydrogen bonds total).

Although several hydrogen bond donors such as S486, N509, and the backbone atoms of I454

and G453 are available in the binding pocket, the carboxyl atoms O51 and O52 of caC predom-

inantly interact with R489, forming very strong interactions (1.92 salt bridges on average) with

this residue. This interaction pattern is unexpected, since the caC modification is located

within the binding site, whereas R489 is located at its edge, usually interacting only with the

DNA backbone. This may cause a force pulling the base out of position and could explain the

weaker hydrogen bonds formed by the base’s N4 nitrogen. The NKR finger region consisting

of residues 488 to 502 is a flexible loop important for DNA binding with residues N494, K495,
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and R496 at its tip. Observing that R489 is involved directly in interactions with the carboxyl

oxygens establishes a direct link between the flipped-out base and the NKR finger, which pre-

dominantly interacts with the distal DNA strand. The interaction pattern of the caC-caC’ sys-

tem (Fig 4d) is consistent with this observation. In this system, the caC N4 and O2 atoms show

an overall similar interaction pattern to the hemi-modified variant. However, distinct differ-

ences are seen in the interaction with R489: The salt bridges between the carboxyl oxygens and

R489 are much weaker (only 0.5), whereas the residue forms very strong interactions (3.03)

with the backbone atoms OP1 and OP2 (+ 0.96 compared to mC-C’). To compensate for the

weaker R489 interactions, O51 and O52 form fluctuating weak (� 0.5) hydrogen bonds with

S486 and G453 in the binding pocket. The caC-mC’ system (Fig 4f) shows a mixture between

these patterns, as R489 establishes 1.17 salt bridges to O51 and O52 of caC and 2.64 salt bridges

to the caC backbone. The hydrogen bonds of the carboxyl oxygens are more dispersed com-

pared to the caC-caC’ system, interacting weakly (< 0.5) with S486, N509, and I454 and mod-

erately strong (0.74) with G453. In turn, O2 establishes only 0.7 hydrogen bonds to G470,

G469, and A468, which is 1 less than in caC-caC’. The differences we observed in the binding

modes of caC-C’, caC-caC’ and caC-mC’ indicate that the caC carboxyl oxygens have several

possible interaction partners in the nucleotide binding pocket and the interaction networks

are more heterogenous compared to bound mC. In addition to interactions within the binding

Fig 4. Interaction networks of the nucleotide binding pocket based on molecular dynamics simulations of UHRF1-SRA. Structures show

representative conformations of the flipped-out modified DNA base within the binding pocket as observed during MD simulations. To the right of each

structure a corresponding network of hydrogen bonds (black lines) and salt bridges (red lines) averaged over the course of the simulation is shown.

Numbers next to edges show the average number of interactions per time frame. Edges representing interactions occurring in� 15% of simulation time

are omitted for clarity. For node pairs featuring both hydrogen bonds and salt bridges, only salt bridges are displayed.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229144.g004
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pocket (S486, N509, I454, G453), caC oxygens O51/O52 can establish alternative interactions

outside of the main pocket, particularly with the NKR finger residue R489. In combination

with our observation that the overall interaction pattern of R489 is strongly dependent on the

xC’ modification on the distal strand, this suggests that the binding mode is influenced by the

NKR finger, which senses that modification.

Another notable difference between the interaction networks is the hydrogen bond of the

Y471 hydroxyl atom to the OP2 atom of the modified base, which is absent in the carboxylated

variants (Fig 4). As Y471 has been described previously to form a hydrophobic cage, closing like

a lid over the modified base [2], we analysed whether the distances between the tyrosine and

pyrimidine rings were influenced by the nucleotide modification. S8 Fig shows that for both

mC-C’ and mC-mC’ the distances cluster in two close narrow peaks with tyrosine being stabi-

lized in its position, while for the carboxylated variants the distances fluctuate between multiple

distinct conformations due to changes in the nucleotide binding mode. The distance histograms

tend to differ more between replicas than during a single simulation, indicating that Y471 flips

between distinct conformations with characteristic transition times roughly in the ~ 10–100 ns

range or longer. Interestingly, the distribution of mC-caC’ shows a similar pattern to the other

methylated variants, but an additional small peak at 8–9 Å, indicating a partial destabilization of

the Y471 lid. In summary, carboxylation of the flipped base leads to a different local conforma-

tion of the binding pocket compared to methylation. While during the simulations of complexes

featuring a flipped mC base very similar binding modes were observed, strong differences were

found in the binding modes of complexes containing a flipped caC depending on the xC’ modi-

fication on the distal strand. These differences suggest potential conformational long-range cor-

relations between the binding pocket and the NKR finger, in particular R489, which can

interact directly with the carboxyl modification of the flipped-out base.

Analysis of mC and caC recognition on the distal DNA strand by the UHRF1-SRA NKR

finger. Our observations so far indicated that the NKR finger could play an important role

for UHRF1 to differentiate between carboxylated and methylated CpG sites. As for the binding

pocket, we analysed the interaction networks between the finger residues and the second mod-

ification site on the distal DNA strand (Fig 5). In the native binding conformation represented

by the mC-C’ simulation (Fig 5a), N494 forms 0.76 hydrogen bonds with the OP2 atom of the

unmodified DNA base backbone. This interaction has been described previously as one of the

key features for differentiating between hemi-methylated and symmetrically methylated DNA

[29, 33]. This is in line with our simulation of mC-mC’ in which this interaction is not

observed (Fig 5c), as N494 is pushed away from its native position by steric repulsion of the

additional methyl group. Interestingly, a similar trend is observed for caC-C’ (Fig 5b), for

which the N494-OP2 hydrogen bond is also much weaker (0.13) compared to mC-C’ despite

the lack of any modification on the distal DNA strand. This indicates a shift in the conforma-

tion of the NKR finger similar to the mC-mC’ system, only that in this case the cause is not the

modified base on the distal strand, but it appears that the shift might be mediated by the con-

formations of R489 as described above. Investigating the interaction pattern of the caC-caC’

system (Fig 5d), we observed additional strong salt bridges (3.32) between R496 and the caC’

O51/O52 atoms. No interactions are formed between the modified base and N494, likely

related to steric repulsion similar to the methyl group as in mC-mC’. The interaction pattern

of mC-caC’ (Fig 5e) is similar to caC-caC’, but with slightly weaker individual interactions as

R496 forms only 1.74 salt bridges to the carboxyl oxygens (- 1.58), albeit with support from

spurious interactions of K495 (0.61). In contrast, the interaction pattern of caC-mC’ (Fig 5f)

resembles mC-mC’ with an additional loss of 0.51 hydrogen bonds between N494 and the N4

base atom of mC’, with nearly no polar interactions remaining between the NKR finger and

the modified base.
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R496 is generally a strong interaction partner for the DNA in all simulated systems, partak-

ing in hydrogen bonds with adjacent bases and stacking interactions with the modified base.

The interactions of the carboxyl group seem to modulate this role, either directly through salt

bridges or by influencing stacking, although stacking effects are not quantifiable using classical

force fields. As our analyses showed that only mC-C’ retained the native interaction pattern of

the NKR finger, we were interested in whether there was any effect on the flexibility of the fin-

ger. To quantify this, we compared the Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF) for all protein

residues (Fig 6a). Overall, very similar residue flexibility is observed for most regions of the

protein independent of DNA modifications. Only two regions show substantial differences:

The first is located in the region between residues 468 and 475, which corresponds to the con-

formational flexibility of Y471 discussed above. The second region featuring pronounced dif-

ferences is located between residues 488 and 502 forming the NKR finger (Fig 6b). Although

the NKR finger shows a different conformation in the mC-mC’ simulation, the flexibility of

the finger is comparable to the mC-C’ reference system. In contrast, for the caC-C’, caC-caC’,

and mC-caC’ systems, the finger shows increased flexibility with a slightly different pattern:

Fig 5. Interaction networks of the NKR finger based on molecular dynamics simulations of UHRF1-SRA. Structures show representative

conformations of the NKR finger close to the distal (symmetrical) DNA modification site as observed during the MD simulations. To the right of each

structure a corresponding network of hydrogen bonds (black lines) and salt bridges (red lines) over the course of the simulation is shown. Numbers

next to edges show the average number of interactions per time frame. Edges representing interactions occurring in� 10% of simulation time are

omitted for clarity. For node pairs featuring both hydrogen bonds and salt bridges, only salt bridges are displayed.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229144.g005
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The hemi-modified variant being more flexible in the 495–499 region and both the caC-caC’

and mC-caC’ variants more flexible between residues 490 and 494. Finally, the largest finger

flexibility of all systems is observed for caC-mC’, in line with the previously observed loss of

interactions of the NKR finger.

UHRF1 encloses the flipped base by inserting a thumb into the minor groove and the NKR

finger into the major groove of the DNA strands. Having observed differences in interaction

pattern and flexibility of the NKR finger depending on the CpG modification pattern, we

asked how the DNA structure around the modified sites was affected. Fig 6c shows that overall

flexibility of the bound strand increases if caC is in the binding pocket, including particularly

strong differences at the flipped xC base in position 6. For the distal strand, flexibility com-

pared to mC-C’ increases in all systems around the modified base 7’ (Fig 6d), likely reflecting

the loss of the stabilizing hydrogen bond between N494 and the DNA backbone. For a more

detailed analysis, we examined how the modified bases affected the minor and major grooves,

as they are strongly influenced by shifts in the DNA backbone. A small but consistent increase

of minor groove width by about 1–2 Å is observed between base pairs 3 to 5 in all simulations

containing caC in the binding pocket, while widths decrease by roughly the same amount

between base pairs 7 and 9 (S9 Fig; locations of base pairs are shown in Fig 1d). The major

groove follows a similar but weaker trend due to the large variances within replicas (S10 Fig).

Although individual effects are small, their consistency and anti-symmetry with respect to the

modified bases 6 and 7’ is notable. Therefore, the flipped base appears to be important for the

local flexibility of the DNA backbone, which is more rigid for mC and more flexible for caC.

This could potentially contribute to the increased flexibility of NKR finger residues,

Fig 6. Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF) of protein and DNA regions in molecular dynamics trajectories of

UHRF1-SRA. (a) Full protein. (b) NKR finger. (c) DNA strand containing the flipped xC base bound by the protein.

(d) Distal DNA strand containing the modified xC’ base. Red dashed lines show the xC/xC’ modification sites.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229144.g006
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particularly R489, which is in a prime position to sense distortions due to its strong salt bridges

with the phosphate backbone of the flipped base. These observations agree with our interaction

network analyses, showing that binding of a flipped caC base leads to conformational rear-

rangements including the DNA strands in locations close to the modification sites.

In summary, our simulations reveal that all DNA modifications investigated lead to differ-

ences in the conformation and binding pattern of the nucleotide binding pocket and NKR finger

compared to the native conformation of the mC-C’ system. Interestingly, in the hemi-carboxyl-

ated variant caC-C’, local conformational changes in the binding pocket are transmitted to the

NKR finger via R489, which in turn becomes more flexible and thus compromises the essential

N494 hydrogen bond to the C’ backbone on the distal strand [29]. The symmetrically carboxyl-

ated variant caC-caC’ also shows increased NKR finger flexibility, but different interaction pat-

terns, particularly for R489 and R496. The latter forms strong salt bridges with the caC’ modified

base, possibly compensating for the loss of the N494 hydrogen bond. This is in strong contrast to

the recognition of hemi- and symmetrically methylated CpG sites, which show much smaller

differences. Our additional analysis of the hybrid modification variant mC-caC’ suggests that the

NKR finger can recognize and interact with the caC’ modification without large changes in the

binding pocket containing a flipped mC. In the opposite case of caC-mC’, a heterogeneous bind-

ing pocket conformation is met with an almost complete loss of NKR finger interactions with the

mC’ base. Based on this simulation data, we formulate the hypothesis that UHRF1 binding of a

flipped-out caC base leads to conformational changes in the protein, which can propagate to and

induce shifts in the protein’s NKR finger and the DNA backbone. In turn, modification of the

distal DNA strand can influence the overall binding mode via steric repulsion or attractive inter-

actions with the NKR finger, coupling recognition of both modification sites.

Discussion

The role of UHRF1 as a specific hemi-mC reader is well established [1, 3]. Reported dissocia-

tion constants range from 1.8 nM to 9.23 μM depending on the protein construct and DNA

substrate [1, 32, 36, 59, 60] (Table 1). Here, we use a relatively long DNA fragment (42 bp) with

a single modified CpG site, whereas other studies have used either oligonucleotides with multi-

ple methylated sites [1] or shorter DNA fragments with one modification site [29, 32]. We

observe a relatively low preference of hemi-methylated over unmodified DNA compared to

published data [1, 19, 29, 32], which we explain by the lower density of methylated sites in our

experiments. To verify this relation, we also measured binding of a shorter DNA fragment

which increased the affinity of UHRF1 for hemi-mC to the order of what has been reported

in literature [32, 60]. A possible explanation can be given by the proposed “sliding” mechanism

of UHRF1 [60, 61, 68, 69]: In this model, fast unspecific binding occurs between the protein

and DNA, followed by a sliding “scan” for a modified base. Thus, the relative differences in

apparent binding affinities would decrease with the length of the DNA fragments, which corre-

sponds to our observations. In three independent assays, we observe that UHRF1 prefers bind-

ing symmetrically carboxylated CpG sites over the hemi-carboxylated variant, which is the

opposite behaviour as observed for methylcytosine. Interestingly, we also measure increased

affinity of UHRF1 towards hybrid mC-caC’ sites. To find a possible explanation for the

underlying molecular mechanisms of these differences, we performed MD simulations of the

UHRF1-SRA domain in complex with hemi-, hybrid, and symmetrically modified DNA based

on the crystal structure of mC-C’, which features the flipped-out base in the protein’s binding

pocket and the second potentially modified base on the distal strand in the flipped-in state. As

discussed in the results section, we preferred this approach over simulating the entire flipping

process.
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Our simulations revealed substantial differences in the conformations and binding patterns

of the nucleotide binding pocket and the NKR finger between caC and mC modifications. If

caC is bound in the binding pocket, these two regions appear to be coupled and able to influ-

ence each other in a more pronounced manner than for mC. In the caC-C’ system, this coupling

leads to reduced hydrogen bonding between N494 and the DNA backbone, which is an essential

interaction for binding [29]. The same interaction is interrupted by steric repulsion when mC’

and caC’ modifications are present on the distal strand, sterically pushing the NKR finger out of

its native binding position. The simulations provide no indication that the mC’ modification

could be beneficial to overall binding, but the caC’ modification forms stable salt bridges to the

NKR finger, which might compensate for the loss of the N494-DNA hydrogen bond. Thus, the

caC’ oxygens push the NKR finger away from its hydrogen bond with the DNA backbone and

at the same time offer salt bridges to bind the finger in its new position. In this light, we propose

that the carboxyl group of both, the caC and caC’ bases, has a strong influence on their local

interaction network partners in UHRF1, leading to conformational changes in which R489,

N494, and R496 play key roles in differentiating DNA modifications. Other proteins are already

known to recognize caC’ modifications using finger regions: TET3, one of the three dioxy-

genases that generate hmC, fC, and caC, was also shown to specifically bind symmetrically car-

boxylated CpG sites with a finger-like structure containing a NRRT sequence [23]. Comparing

the NKRT sequence of UHRF1 to the NRRT sequence of TET3, it is intriguing to speculate that

such a flexible stretch of basic amino acids facilitates the binding of distant carboxyl groups.

The biological role of UHRF1 binding to symmetrically carboxylated DNA remains to be

determined, considering the low abundance of this modification in cells. For this reason, it is

likely that the majority of UHRF1 in a proliferating cell population interacts with hemi-meth-

ylated CpG sites, but a certain fraction may encounter and bind mC-caC’ and caC-caC’

depending on the cell type and cell cycle phase. Carboxylcytosine has been suggested to be an

intermediate of active DNA demethylation and is detected at gene regulatory elements and

promoters of actively transcribed genes, indicating dynamic DNA methylation turnover [14–

16]. Several DNA repair mechanisms have been associated with this demethylation [70–72],

most prominently removal of fC and caC by TDG and the base excision repair pathway [8, 73–

75]. Interestingly, both UHRF1 and UHRF2 have been shown to play a role in DNA damage

response [76–78]. Additionally, the bona fide UHRF1 interaction partner DNMT1 has been

described to change its genomic localization upon oxidative stress [79, 80]. Furthermore,

besides being demethylation intermediates, fC and caC are thought to influence DNA replica-

tion and genome stability [81, 82]. By transiently pausing RNA polymerases, fC and caC may

lead to precise fine-tuning of gene expression [21]. Accordingly, the binding of UHRF1 to caC

as demonstrated in our study could also represent a way of locus-specific gene expression reg-

ulation in addition to its well-established role in recognizing hemi-mC sites and initiating

DNA maintenance methylation. Last but not least, UHRF1 has recently been described as a

regulator of bivalent promoters and an interactor of SETD1A [83]. Interestingly, both func-

tions have been attributed to TET proteins as well [84, 85]. This raises the intriguing possibility

that UHRF1 integrates several epigenetic marks at bivalent domains and that caC, generated

by TET proteins, is one of these marks involved in maintenance of the bivalent state. However,

further work is needed to determine whether and where exactly UHRF1 binds caC sites in vivo

and what implications this might have on epigenetic gene regulation.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Raw gel images of EMSA experiments. All raw gel scans that have been used to gener-

ate the EMSA results presented in Fig 2b/2c and S5 Fig. An overview of all individual
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quantitative values and the corresponding statistics is provided on page 1.

(PDF)

S2 Fig. Normalized MST traces of UHRF1 bound to C-C’, mC-C’, mC-caC’ and caC-caC’.

Fluorescence traces that have been used to generate the binding curves in Fig 3. Traces are

shown individually for all modifications and are coloured by experimental replicate. Blue and

red bars indicate the time points that were used for the analysis; blue: tcold (pre infra-red laser),

red: thot (post infra-red laser).

(TIF)

S3 Fig. Root Mean Squared Deviation (RMSD) of DNA atoms in molecular dynamics tra-

jectories of UHRF1-SRA. Coordinates were fitted to the initial crystal structure using the Cα
atoms of protein residues 432 to 586. Only the last 1000 frames of each trajectory were used for

analysis (vertical lines). Horizontal lines were added at 4 Å to highlight trajectories with strong

structural distortions.

(TIF)

S4 Fig. Root Mean Squared Deviation (RMSD) of protein atoms in molecular dynamics

trajectories of UHRF1-SRA. Coordinates were fitted to the initial crystal structure using the

Cα atoms of protein residues 432 to 586. Only the last 1000 frames of each trajectory were

used for analysis (vertical lines). Horizontal lines were added at 4 Å to highlight trajectories

with strong structural distortions.

(TIF)

S5 Fig. EMSAs of UHRF2 with differentially modified DNA. Quantitation of the bound

fraction of EMSAs of wild type UHRF2-GFP with 42 bp DNA oligonucleotides carrying differ-

ent cytosine modifications. Experiments and analyses have been performed as in Fig 2.

(TIF)

S6 Fig. Melting temperatures of modified DNA in presence of UHRF1-SRA. (a) The melt-

ing temperature of double-stranded DNA containing C-C’ in a CpG context (red) or no CpG

site (black) with (solid lines) or without (dotted lines) a 5-fold excess of the SRA domain of

UHRF1, measured using high resolution melting temperature (HRM) analysis. As control,

proteins were digested by proteinase K before HRM analysis (right panel). Experiments were

performed independently three times; one representative experiment is depicted as average of

three technical replicates. (b) Melting temperatures as in (a) with DNA harbouring symmetric

caC (green) or hemi-mC (gray) at the central CpG site.

(TIF)

S7 Fig. Size exclusion chromatograms of differentially modified DNA in the presence or

absence of UHRF1-SRA. To test for different binding stoichiometries of the SRA domain

towards differentially modified DNA, ATTO550-labeled DNA oligonucleotides were incu-

bated with a 10-fold excess of SRA. Size exclusion chromatograms of analyzed DNA oligonu-

cleotides at an absorbance of 554 nm (a) and 260nm/280nm (b) show a clear and comparable

shift in retention time for the SRA-bound DNA (left peaks) compared to free DNA (right

peaks).

(TIF)

S8 Fig. Histograms of distances between Y471 and the flipped-out DNA base in molecular

dynamics trajectories of UHRF1-SRA. Individual replicas are shown as separate bars stacked

on top of each other. Distances were measured between the geometric centres of the phenyl

and pyrimidine rings. Red lines show a gaussian kernel estimate of the probability density
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function (pdf). The estimated pdf of the mC-C’ system is shown as black dashed lines.

(TIF)

S9 Fig. Distribution of DNA minor groove widths in molecular dynamics trajectories of

UHRF1-SRA. Blue faces represent gaussian kernel estimates of the underlying values. Black

bars show distribution means and standard deviations.

(TIF)

S10 Fig. Distribution of DNA major groove widths in molecular dynamics trajectories of

UHRF1-SRA. Blue faces represent gaussian kernel estimates of the underlying values. Black

bars show distribution means and standard deviations.

(TIF)

S1 Text. Additional experimental procedures.

(DOCX)

S1 File. Parameter files for mC/caC used during molecular dynamics simulations.

(ZIP)
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